Ford F-150 Drive Mode Memory Module
2016 - 2019

Thank you for purchasing DM Memory module.

The module is designed for 2016-2019 F-150 installation. It adds memory function to the Drive Mode. The user selects the Drive Mode and then the module automatically sets it every time the vehicle is restarted.
**Floor Shifter installation:**

Installation consists of removing two pieces of plastic trim around the shifter, unplugging the Drive Mode connector and plugging the DM Memory module in line.


*The new model requires no programming. The module will change drive modes after the shifter is moved from N to D position. It might take a couple seconds to change drive modes.*

**Column Shifter installation:**

Installation consists of removing two pieces of plastic trim around the column, unplugging the Drive Mode connector and plugging the DM Memory module in line.


*NOTE: The Column Shifter module will not work with Remote Start option. When the vehicle is started with the Remote Start the ECU does not accept changes to the DM mode. If you want to use the DM Memory module with the remote start you would need to restart the engine once you get inside the vehicle.*